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Executive summary
Deliverable D6.6.1 entitled Examples of shared practice iTEC environments consists of several
parts:
1.

Exploring the scenario, “A Breath of Fresh Air” with Promethean ActivInspire software
and mobile devices is an implementation of the Outdoor Study scenario based on the use
of, among other things, mobile and interactive whiteboard technologies.

2.

Know your town is an implementation of the Outdoor Study scenario based on the use of
Liferay as a shell providing functionalities such as a wiki, a blog as well as an image and a
document library to support the work of the student.

3.

The math of probability is another example that combines some of the functionalities and
activities inspired by the Outdoor Study scenario. Again the scenario is based on the use of
Liferay as a shell.

4.

A Liferay demo site hosted by the EUN where you may see the two examples Know your
town and The math of probability. At the time of writing the demo site is only accessible with
a username and password (eun/eun).

The first example – based the ideas in the iTEC Outdoor Study scenario also called “A Breath of
Fresh Air” – makes use of the interactive whiteboard as the tool for presenting the scenario and
later on for presenting and integrating the work of the students. The other part, i.e. when the
students are “out in the fresh air”, is based on the students using their smartphones for collecting
photos and video, and for gathering gps data on their movements. The phones are also used to get
information from the web on locations of interest.
The second example is a very simple set up that illustrates the configurable shell concept in that
the environment is configured with the key tools needed to work with the project. The project is
called Know your town. It is a project about exploring one’s environment. The students are divided
into groups of 4-5 people. Each group is assigned a different task or focus. One group looks at
historical buildings, another at public buildings, another still at different housing areas. Each group
must document its work in a blog - and create a wiki entry with images and text. They may also
add videos of the buildings with comments etc.
The third example illustrates another way of using shell functionalities with more focus on content
and navigation among content pages. The example also integrates external resources such as a
Google spreadsheet to allow students to enter data collected at home.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1

REMINDER OF THE CONTEXT

WP6 is responsible for training and supporting the technical national coordinators in the use of the
technical solutions developed by iTEC. As part of that overall task WP6 will set up examples of
iTEC environments (i.e iTEC shells integrated with tools and services), investigate the training
needs of national coordinators and provide training in using the different iTEC environments, and
operate a technical support service for technical national coordinators.

1.2

PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THE TASK

The current deliverable covers work done in relation to Task 6.7 Setting-up the shared iTEC and
iTEC in-service training environment.

1.3

RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER TASKS

This deliverable provides input to Task 6.4 Introduction of iTEC environments as well as Task 6.5
Training in and setting up an iTEC shell. It is a continuation of the work done in relation to the
deliverable iTEC D6.1.3 Training materials v. 1.
The deliverable is based on input from WP7, primarily the work by WP7 on shell technologies, in
that we explore some of the key issues of the iTEC shell concept using one of our shell candidate
technologies. As we see it, the Liferay-based examples illustrate the shell concept upon which the
iTEC technical vision is based, i.e. the shell as a container to which we can add the specific
functionality needed to run a set of learning activities.
What we do not have in place at the moment is the widget technology that is, as it were, the
second part of our iTEC technical vision, but the portlets illustrate the same basic idea.
From the pedagogical viewpoint the examples of
the deliverable are based on the work done in
work packages 2 and 3 on learning scenarios and
learning activities.
WP3 has provided the following analysis and
breakdown of the scenarios provided by WP2 in
the first cycle into activities upon which any
number of concrete lesson plans and learning
activities may be based.
In the Outdoor Study project you will typically
have a number of activities such as
•

Forming teams

•

Collecting data outside of school

•

Sharing files

•

Presenting result

•

Creating a multimedia presentation

•

Etc.

Some of the activities are essential to the scenario in question, whereas others are optional, i.e.
activities you may decide to integrate into your concrete lesson plan depending on your
requirements or your specific objectives with the learning activities.
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The illustration is provided in the WP3 document Learning Stories and Activities cycle 1 annex to
D3.1.

1.4

STRUCTURE OF THE DOCUMENT

The deliverable D6.6.1 entitled Examples of shared practice iTEC environments describes three
examples of iTEC environments:
1.

Exploring the scenario, “A Breath of Fresh Air” with Promethean ActivInspire software
and mobile devices

2.

Know your town is an implementation of the Outdoor Study scenario based on the use of
Liferay as a shell providing functionalities such as a wiki, a blog as well as an image and a
document library to support the work of the student.

3.

The math of probability is another example that combines some of the functionalities and
activities inspired by the Outdoor Study scenario. Again the scenario is based on the use of
Liferay as a shell.

Apart from these descriptions there is a Liferay demo site hosted by the EUN where you may see
implementations of the two examples Know your town and The math of probability. At the time of
writing the demo site is only accessible with a username and password (eun/eun). (URL: http://itectest.eun.org/web/lfr-test-community/home).
The descriptions provided in this deliverable of the two Liferay-based examples are intended as
supplementary descriptions to the actual ‘live’ examples.
As we are primarily trying to show how different technological tools may be integrated into a
tailored learning environment to support specific learning activities, we are not outlining specific
learning objectives in connection with the examples. The activities may be used in connection with
a large number of different learning objectives.

1.5

IMPACTS OF THE DELIVERABLE

The deliverable plays a central role in establishing and developing an understanding of the shell
concept and the connection between pedagogical requirements and technical functionalities.

1.5.1 iTEC PROJECT
The current deliverable is work in progress, and more examples will be developed to reflect the
changes in technologies and the developments of the project.
The further development of examples of iTEC environments depends on the work done in the
technical work packages, primarily the work on shells, the iTEC composer and the widgetizing of
services. We expect to be able to set up similar examples in other shells such as .LRN and
Moodle, two shells that KM and FUNDP respectively have promised to set up and run as iTEC
demo and training environments.

1.5.2 ETHICAL ISSUES
None.
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APPENDIX 1 :
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2 “A BREATH OF FRESH AIR” WITH PROMETHEAN
ACTIVINSPIRE SOFTWARE AND MOBILE DEVICES
This set of learning activities was originally developed by Mark Robinson from Promethean and
tried out in in a school context. It uses ActivInspire software, but it can of course be based on other
hard- and software than what is described here.
IWBs and mobile devices play an important role in the iTEC project as candidate shell
technologies. This is the first example where we try to explore how the two technologies may be
used together – and in what way they may contribute to the development of engaging learning
scenarios for the students of today and tomorrow.

2.1

INTRODUCTION

This example is based upon the ideas in the iTEC Outdoor Study scenario labelled A Breath of
Fresh Air. In the example the interactive whiteboard is used as a tool for presenting the scenario
and later on for presenting the work of the students. During the ‘outdoor’ part of the project, when
“out in the fresh air”, the students use their smartphones for gathering information in the form of
photos and videos, gps-tracking data, and for getting information related to the things they see
from the web.
The example can easily be adjusted to match other needs and/or possibilities. You will most likely
have similar interesting places/resources within your reach that will allow you to try out the ideas
described here. Everywhere there are interesting locations you may wish to explore as part of a
lesson, whether it is an old town with worn-out doors or decorated house fronts, or a village
surrounded by small waterholes with animals.
As part of the example there are some templates made by the teacher that the students may use
for their presentation. It is, of course, up to you to make your own choices in this regard, choices
reflecting the age and level of the students and the specific objectives of your lesson(s).
All the software used in the example is free.

2.2

2.3

TOOLS AND RESOURCES USED
-

Interactive Whiteboard or Projector with a pointing system (Activslate, Activpanel or mouse)

-

PC/MAC with Internet access

-

Google Earth (Google Gmail/Docs account useful for use of Google My Maps)

-

Teacher and student copies of Promethean ActivInspire IWB software.

-

Still and Movie Digital cameras, for instance, CISCO Flip Ultra HD, or smartphones

-

GPS enabled device, for instance a Garmin GPS or GPS-enabled smartphone

-

GPS tracking app, for instance Google My Tracks app for Android-based smartphones.

OVERVIEW:

An activity was developed around the suggested scenario that involved using digital devices in the
outdoors to support independent study. To align with current curriculum objectives, a theme of
“exploring the local industrial heritage” was chosen in this case. You may of course look for other
localities in your own area.
The activity comprised of four stages:
1)

A whole class introduction. (60 mins)
Using the Promethean Interactive Whiteboard, a number of relevant websites were explored by
the teacher with the students. Students used their own web enabled devices (Intel Classmate
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Netbooks and Apple iPads) to read the websites in depth and explore potential interest areas
they would investigate individually or in teams in the outdoors.
Google Earth was used at the same time to help plan an efficient travel route that would
provide a half day field trip to explore chosen locations
A student presentation flipchart template in ActivInspire was introduced and students were
reminded that the flipchart document could combine text and drawings with digital images, links
and audio and video recordings that they could capture “in the field” with their smartphones or
other devices.
2)

A field trip (half-day)
The group travelled the route planned in advance to each of the pre-selected locations. A GPS
application, My Tracks, was activated at the start of the trip in order to keep a data log of the
route and locations. Waypoints were entered into the GPS at key locations so they could be
located easily in digital applications later.
At each location students were allowed free use of their digital devices to capture ideas and
evidence – pictures, videos, sound recordings, GPS logs, etc. Mobile web access allowed for
in-field internet research or upload of geo-tagged images and track data where signals
permitted. At this stage, they could work in groups or individually according to their preference
and confidence with technology. Little content scaffolding was provided and students were
encouraged to discover interesting things that addressed the overarching theme of exploring
local Industrial Heritage.

3)

Prepare a presentation. (Homework/Independent working)
Using the media collected in the field, the students worked independently to organise the
material collected into the supplied template. This included editing and embedding images and
video into pages, adding text notes and adding web-links to any online resources generated
such as GPS tracks. Students were encouraged to include elements of interactivity into their
presentations such as interactive maps and diagrams

4)

Presentation to group and review (60 mins) – the final stage involved individuals and
groups sharing their presentations with their peers.

A review template was used to collaborate on gathering feedback on the Interactive Whiteboard.
EXAMPLES:
Blank Student Presentation Example
http://dl.dropbox.com/u/20497347/student_MATTHEW.flipchart
Blank Review flipchart:
http://dl.dropbox.com/u/20497347/REVIEW.flipchart
Promethean ActivInspire can be downloaded in multiple languages from here. The Personal
Edition license option enables use on any projector or digital display by teachers or students.
(Free sign up to Promethean Planet required.)
http://support.prometheanplanet.com/server.php?show=nav.17010
Promethean users should already have access to fully licensed copies of ActivInspire professional
edition.
Note: Microsoft Powerpoint™ users can also download a 60 Day trial of Promethean ActivOffice,
which embeds Promethean Interactive Whiteboard functions (e.g. pens, highlighters and ability to
embed questions, etc. into a presentation)
http://support.prometheanplanet.com/server.php?show=nav.26878
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EXTENDING THE EXAMPLE

You may extend the example with other activities and technical tools. You could easily add some
of the other ideas for activities presented in the WP3 illustration described earlier to the example:

You may, for instance, divide the students into groups and ask them to prepare a multimedia
presentation together. This will require them to develop a number of other skills than purely
presentational skills.

2.5

MY TRACKS

Mobile devices such as smartphones are another shell technology that we will be exploring in the
iTEC project. This technology is based on the same key idea as the iTEC project as such, i.e. that
you may add small applications providing highly tailored functionality to your shell and in this way
provide support for specific activities that may add depth to the learning of the students.
My Tracks is an application for Android™ phones that enables you to record GPS tracks and view
statistics – such as time, speed, distance, and elevation – while hiking, biking, running or
participating in other outdoor activities. It also allows you to add points of interest for later use.
The data can be exported into Google spreadsheets and Google Maps. This allows you to
visualise the data stored, to share stored tracks and to use your stored tracks in your
presentations.
You can learn more about it on http://mytracks.appspot.com. We recommend that you have a look
at the excellent demonstration video.
If you do not have Android-based smartphones available, you may find applications with similar
functionality for other smartphones. If you use IOS there is a possibility to download myTracks
there. It is not the same application as the Android one, but has the same functions except for the
export to Googles services. There is also a Shareware app for OSX where you get similar
functionalities.
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3 KNOW YOUR TOWN
3.1

INTRODUCTION

This is an example of an Outdoor study project where the students are exploring the buildings of
their town/city. They may of course explore buildings of other towns/cities if the class have the
possibility to go somewhere else.
This project is about exploring one’s environment from a specific viewpoint. In this case the
students are divided into groups of 4-5 people. Each group is assigned a different task or focus.
One group has to look at historical buildings, another at public buildings, another still at different
housing areas.
The task of each group is to locate relevant buildings or areas, take photographs or videos, and
then find relevant information on the buildings, their architecture etc. on the web, in the library, or
by asking local experts.
For the data collection part the students may use smartphones – or digital cameras if they need
pictures of a better quality than what the built-in cameras of a smartphone may provide. They may
also use the My Tracks application mentioned in the previous example to track their movements
and record positions for the buildings they are describing.
Each team has to document its work in a blog - and create a wiki for their particular area with
images and text. They may also add videos of the buildings with comments etc.
There is a common message board and blogs page for discussing issues, reporting status and
getting hints and help from other groups.
The teacher will of course need to create an awareness in the students of aspects of relevance to
each area. This may be done by locating typical examples of buildings – both old and new – and
discuss issues relating to different periods and their typical architecture, to social and cultural
phenomena that may be relevant to the particular project. This starter part of the project may
benefit from the use of an interactive whiteboard as this will allow the teacher to display images of
various types of buildings to illustrate specific issues and draw the attention of the students to
features that may be relevant to their own observations of local buildings etc.
The example can easily be adjusted to match other needs and/or possibilities. You will most likely
have similar interesting places/resources within your reach that will allow you to try out the ideas
described here.

3.2

TOOLS AND RESOURCES USED
-

Interactive Whiteboard or Projector

-

PC/MAC with Internet access

-

Still and Movie Digital cameras (e.g. smartphones or higher-quality digital cameras)

-

A shell that integrates wikis, blogs, image and document libraries, and discussion fora. In
this case Liferay is used, but other (LMS-based) shells may be set up to provide the
same functionality.

Additional tools that may be integrated:

3.3

-

GPS enabled device, for instance a GPS or GPS-enabled smartphone

-

GPS tracking app, for instance Google’s My Tracks app for Android-based smartphones

THE SHELL SETUP

Basically the tools needed as part of the project are fairly simple, and the focus of the example is to
show how a part of the shell can be configured to display only those tools that are needed and
relevant to the actual project.
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The tools needed are:
-

A project wiki

-

A project library

-

Some communication tools such as a message board and blog

Opening page
The opening page is an example of our ‘standard’ shell concept in that the shell displays a number
of separate functionalities. In the case of Liferay, which is used in this example, each separate part
is presented as a small ‘window’, or in the terminology of Liferay: a portlet.
As the project progresses, the vision is to replace the built-in functionality of the shells with
functionality provided as widgets based on open standards. The iTEC vision is to allow teachers
and students to be able to use any tool that provides relevant functionality to a learning activity
The opening displays a brief introduction to the project that also serves as a menu to the individual
pages and functionalities. As the opening page is also the one students will see first when they
enter the project area, I have also added the blog to this page, as it will have a nice eye catcher
effect and make the project space come more alive.
On later pages the same introduction to the project is displayed in a less prominent way. This
allows students to navigate easily between the project pages – and it may help keep the focus of
the project in the minds of the students regardless of what page they are working on.
The Liferay platform allows you to set the scope for a number of functionalities. For instance the
blog displayed on the opening page of the project is scoped for the current project, so only blog
entries related to the project will be displayed.

The Wiki page
When you click on the Project wiki link you access the wiki page. The wiki is set up with three
separate entries or areas – one for each group.
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This way each group gets its own area for gathering and presenting information relating to their
project activities.
The Project library page
The project library page has two main components: the Image Gallery and the Document Library.
The image gallery is simple tool for handling images. The tool allows you to create folders, add
images, and even run a slideshow with the images in a given folder:
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The Document library behaves in much the same way. It is a tool for gathering and giving access
to the documents related to a project (or a community/organization – if you scope it that way).

3.4

OVERVIEW OF A TYPICAL ‘LESSON PLAN’

The project is made up of four stages:
1)

A whole class introduction
The teacher presents the project and sensitizes the students to the issues involved in the
project. The teacher may for instance find images that illustrate things the students should be
on the lookout for when they are gathering their own data. This may be as simple as presenting
images of Romanesque and Gothic churches, or houses from the around the turn of the
previous century as opposed to houses built in 1960’s and 70’s.

2)

Initial planning
With help and input from the teacher the group makes a plan for their field trip, i.e. they make a
plan for the areas and buildings they are going to visit as part of their field trip, they gather as
much information as they can about the buildings and what they should be aware of.

3)

A field trip (half-day)
The group visits each of the pre-selected locations. As an additional part they may activate a
GPS device at the start of the trip in order to keep a data log of the route and locations and
enter waypoints into the GPS at key locations so they could be located easily in digital
applications later.

4)

Preparing presentations
Using the media collected in the field, the students work in groups to organise the material
collected into the wiki provided in the shell. This includes editing and embedding images and
video into pages, adding text notes and adding web-links to any online resources generated
such as GPS tracks.

5)

Presentations
Finally the groups present the results of their work to the teacher and the rest of the class.
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4 THE MATH OF PROBABILITY
4.1

INTRODUCTION

The Math of probability illustrates another shell setup based mainly on information provided as part
of the shell setup. In the example the students are asked to discuss some of the issues in relation
to probability with their parents and gather some data of relevance to their understanding of
probability.
This learning scenario is about exploring and developing an understanding of simple probability
and deepening that understanding by exploring the mathematical rules of probability.
The basic ideas of the example can easily be adjusted to match other needs and/or possibilities.

4.2

TOOLS AND RESOURCES USED
-

Interactive Whiteboard or Projector for class presentations and discussions of the data
collected

-

PC/MAC with Internet access

-

A shell that integrates web-based content, simple exercises, a spreadsheet for handling the
data collected as part of experiments, and discussion fora. In this case Liferay is used,
but other (LMS-based) shells may be set up to provide the same functionality.

Additional resources that may be integrated:
-

4.3

Dice, coins, playing cards

THE SHELL SETUP

Basically the tools needed as part of the project are fairly simple, and the focus of the example is to
show how a part of the shell can be configured to display only those tools that are needed and
relevant to the actual project.
The tools needed are:
-

Web content displays

-

A spreadsheet for working with data

-

Some communication tools such as a message board where students may present answers
to questions raised by the teacher

-

Web links

Opening page
The opening is an example of our ‘standard’ shell concept in that the shell displays a number of
separate functionalities. In the case of Liferay, which is used in this example, each separate part is
presented as a small ‘window’, or in the terminology of Liferay: a portlet.
There are three portlets on the opening page: an Introduction, which gives a brief introduction to
the project; the Lesson plan, which displays the structure of the lessons, i.e. the lesson plan along
with navigational links to the resources used in each part. This particular resource is re-used as a
fixed menu on all pages, allowing easy access to any resource used as part of the lesson(s).
Finally there is a portlet displaying a discussion forum for the class where one of the categories
(‘fora’) Probability is intended to handle communication in connection with this particular learning
scenario.
In the Lesson plan window there are links to the various resources that are used in the lesson plan.
The first link is to a ‘starter’ activity based on some simple questions concerning probability that are
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intended to get the students to think about and preferably discuss the issues with, for instance,
their parents.

Starter page
The starter page uses two standard web content display portlets: one to display the lesson plan
and another to display a simple html-document with a number of questions and different feedback
depending on the answer selected by the student:
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Data collection - spreadsheet
Another part of the starter activity is the throwing of dice. Each student is asked to throw a die with
his parents (or a brother or sister) – and register how many times the different number of eyes
were thrown. The results are entered into a Google spreadsheet that is integrated in its own
window in our shell:

In this way the students can actually generate a large amount of statistic data that will allow them
to discuss and develop their understanding of probability. Hopefully they will also see that the more
data they get into the spreadsheet, the more the percentages of the various numbers of eyes
thrown will get closer to the expected outcome.
Understanding basic probability and the Monty Hall problem
As part of the shell setup you add video in a number of ways. In the current example I have
combined text and a Youtube video in a normal web content portlet. I could also have added the
video in a portlet of its own if I had wanted to do that – or had had the need for the additional
flexibility that having the video in a portlet of its own would give me. Having it in a portlet of its own
would, for instance, allow me greater flexibility in terms of arranging my resources on the screen;
and it would allow me to reuse the text without the video part if I wanted to do that.
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Widgets and other resources
The shell concept also allows me to add functionality in terms of widgets. On the page of resources
I have added an example of a widget that could be used in connection with a discussion of
probability:

In terms of functionality the widgets behave in more or less the same way as my embedded
Google spreadsheet – except perhaps that it appears visually more like a natural part of my page.

4.4

OVERVIEW OF A TYPICAL ‘LESSON PLAN’

The project is made up of four stages:
1)

Preparation for lesson 1 - 'homework'
The teacher presents the lesson plan and tell the students what they are expected to do till
next lesson: Have a look at the questions together with for instance your mother or father.
Before you select an answers, discuss it and try to find the 'logic' behind a given probability.
Then throw a die 10 times each and record for each throw the number of the eyes. Enter the
results in our data collection sheet.
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Lesson 1 - understanding basic probability
In class the teacher and the students will discuss the experiences and results of the dicethrowing. The spreadsheet should be displayed on an IWB or similar display technology. This
will make it easier for the teacher to draw attention to specific issues.
Then the teacher will introduce some new angles to probabilities such as the Monty Hall
problem. After a discussion of the question: Would you switch doors?, the class will watch at
the video explaining 'The 'Monty Hall Problem' – displayed on the IWB

3)

Lesson 2 - calculating probability
In the second lesson we are going to look closer at the rules of probability - or how to calculate
probabilities.

4)

Resources on the web
On the web you can find further resources on probability that you may use if you wish – or
simply provide as an extra resource to students who are particularly interested in the topic.
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